Suppression of tumor growth in xenograft model mice by small interfering RNA targeting osteopontin delivery using biocompatible poly(amino ester).
Gene therapy using small interfering RNA (siRNA) is a novel strategy for effective anticancer therapies. However, low gene transfection efficiency and technical difficulties linked to siRNA delivery limit their practical application for gene delivery. Therefore, development of effective siRNA carriers is required. Overexpression of osteopontin (OPN) and its association with tumorigenesis has been reported in a majority of breast cancers. In this study, we used siRNA against OPN (siOPN) and investigated the possible OPN-dependent signaling pathway and the potential use of poly(amino ester) (PAE) based on glycerol propoxylate triacrylate (GPT) and spermine (SPE) for siRNA delivery. The GPT-SPE could effectively condense siRNA and protect the siRNA from RNaseA enzyme degradation. GPT-SPE/siRNA complexes showed good intracellular uptake and high gene silencing efficiency in vitro. Furthermore, in the breast cancer xenograft model, intratumoral injection of GPT-SPE/siOPN significantly inhibited tumor growth. These results demonstrated that silencing of OPN effectively suppressed the growth of breast cancer cells and further suggested that delivery of siRNA using GPT-SPE may act as an effective gene carrier for cancer therapy.